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"Non-violence and truth are 

inseparable and presuppose one 

another".  

Morning assembly prepares students to be 

ready and active for the day's learning. The 

assembly starts with an invocation to the 

almighty and the gurus by students singing 

the prayer song and school song. Next, is the 

pledge taken up by all the students to take up 

their duties relentlessly. The assembly theme 

from 1st October 2020 to 9th October 2020 was 'Non-violence'. Mahatma Gandhi was the greatest 

follower of non-violence. He was considered as a pioneer of peace and a firm opponent of Ahimsa. 

Non-violence brings freedom from all the ills of the society and brings harmony in the life of people. 

The students of class 1 to 10 presented thought and word for the day on the assembly theme and 

explained its importance very fluently.  The presentations prepared by the teachers were 

commendable and noteworthy. The students read out articles on the theme to understand the 

importance of it more elaborately. The star child of the week and CCA competition results were 

announced by the class teachers on Monday during the assembly.                         Ms.Saraswathi  

Date Event 
01-10-2020  
        To 
9-10-2020  

Assembly presentation by   
Grade I-X 

4ÏÐÉÃȡ Ȱ.ÏÎ 6ÉÏÌÅÎÃÅȱ 

01-10-2020  Special Assembly Presentation on  
Ȱ'ÁÎÄÈÉ *ÁÙÁÎÔÈÉȱ 

01-10-2020  Special Assembly Presentation on 
Ȱ)ÎÔÅÒÎÁÔÉÏÎÁÌ #ÏÆÆÅÅ $ÁÙȱ 

03-10-2020  Special Assembly Presentation on 
Ȱ7ÏÒÌÄ !ÎÉÍÁÌ 7ÅÌÆÁÒÅ $ÁÙȱ 

05-10-2020  Special Assembly Presentation on 
Ȱ7ÏÒÌÄ 4ÅÁÃÈÅÒÓ $ÁÙȱ 

09-10-2020  Special Assembly Presentation on 
Ȱ)ÎÄÉÁÎ !ÉÒ ÆÏÒÃÅ $ÁÙȱ 

12-10-2020  
        To 
17-10-2020  

Assembly presentation by   
Grade I-X 

4ÏÐÉÃȡ Ȱ&ÁÒÍÅÒÓȱ 

12-10-2020  Special Assembly Presentation on  
Ȱ7ÏÒÌÄ !ÒÔÈÒÉÔÉÓ $ÁÙȱ 

15-10-2020  Special Assembly Presentation on  
Ȱ'ÌÏÂÁÌ (ÁÎÄ ×ÁÓÈÉÎÇ $ÁÙȱ 

16-10-2020  Special Assembly Presentation on  
Ȱ7ÏÒÌÄ &ÏÏÄ $ÁÙȱ 

19-10-2020  
        To 
21-10-2020  

Assembly presentation by  
Grade I-X 

4ÏÐÉÃȡ Ȱ4ÅÁÍ×ÏÒËȱ 

21-10-2020  Special Assembly Presentation on  
         Ȱ$ÕÓÓÅÈÒÁ ÃÅÌÅÂÒÁÔÉÏÎÓȱ 

28-10-2020      Virtual Fieldtrip(Toddlers)  

28-10-2020  Special Assembly Presentation on  
Ȱ7ÏÒÌÄ (ÁÌÌÏ×ÅÅÎ $ÁÙȱ 

Assembly presentation by                 
Grade I-X Topic: 

Ȱ.ÏÎ 6ÉÏÌÅÎÃÅȱ 



 

Morning assembly is a powerful way 

to instil discipline and also to set a 
joyful and focused tone for the day.  

Gandhi Jayanti is celebrated on 2nd 

October in the honor of the birthday 

of the Father of our nation, 

Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi popularly known as Mahatma Gandhi or Bapuji. The students 

of Grade IV organized a special assembly on Gandhi Jayantion 1st October 2020. Gandhiji was 

a pioneer of truth and non-violence. He started the 'Satyagraha' (non-violence) movement for 

the freedom of all Indians. He played a very significant role in achieving independence for India 

from British ru le.The assembly started up with prayer song by Grade IV students followed by 

school song, Anchoring done by Akshara, Thought for the day by Akshita, Word for the day by 

Shalini, Article by Falak and a Hindi poem by Rahemathi.                            Ms.Drishti Bhatia  

 

 

 

Ȱ)Æ ÙÏÕ ÓÔÁÒÔ ÙÏÕÒ ÄÁÙ ×ÉÔÈ ÃÏÆÆÅÅȟ ÔÈÅÒÅ 

is nothing else you need because that is 

the fuel to your body which keeps you 

ÇÏÉÎÇȢȱ 

International Coffee Day 2020 is celebrated 

on the 1st of October every year. 

International Coffee Day is observed to 

recognize the efforts of millions of farmers 

whose livelihood depends on this aromatic crop. International Coffee Day provides an 

opportunity for all coffee lovers to share their love for the beverage. International Coffee 

Organisation (ICO) declared and organized the first world coffee day in 2015 in Milan.The 

ÓÔÕÄÅÎÔÓ ÏÆ ÇÒÁÄÅ ρ ÃÏÎÄÕÃÔÅÄ Á ÓÐÅÃÉÁÌ ÁÓÓÅÍÂÌÙ ÏÎ ÔÈÅ ÔÈÅÍÅ Ȱ)ÎÔÅÒÎÁÔÉÏÎÁÌ #ÏÆÆÅÅ $ÁÙȱ 

on 1st October 2020. The assembly was  thought provoking  for  all the students of the class 

as the agenda included prayer, pledge, word of the day, thought for the day and an inspiring 

speech on the theme of the day .                                                      Ms. R.Supriya 

Special Assembly  

Presentation on  

Ȱ'ÁÎÄÈÉ *ÁÙÁÎÔÈÉȱ 

Special Assembly 
Presentation on 

Ȱ)ÎÔÅÒÎÁÔÉÏÎÁÌ #ÏÆÆÅÅ $ÁÙȱ 



 

Morning assembly is a powerful way to instil 

discipline and also to set a joyful and focused 

tone for the day. The students of Grade II 

presented a special assembly on World Animal 

Welfare Day on October 4th  2020.World 

Animal Day is an international day of action 

for animal rights and welfare celebrated 

annually on October 4th  every year.The 

mission of this day is raising the status of animals to improve welfare standards worldwide. It 

is celebrated in different ways in every country, irrespective of nationality, religion, faith or 

political ideology.The grade II students, through the assembly, generated the awareness and 

the thought of a world where animals are always recognised as sentient and cherished 

beings.The assembly was anchored by Aanya, and started  with prayer song by Grade II 

ÓÔÕÄÅÎÔÓȢ 4ÈÅ ÐÒÏÇÒÁÍ ÃÏÎÔÉÎÕÅÄ ×ÉÔÈ ÔÈÅ Ȱ4ÈÏÕÇÈÔ ÆÏÒ ÔÈÅ ÄÁÙȱ ÂÙ !ÁÄÈÙÁÓÒÅÅȟ Ȱ7ÏÒÄ ÆÏÒ ÔÈÅ 

ÄÁÙȱ ÂÙ 5Ê×ÁÌÁȟȰ)ÍÐÏÒÔÁÎÃÅ ÏÆ ÔÈÅ $ÁÙȱ ÂÙ !ÁÎÙa,  followed by  a beautiful poem by Vasundara. 

The students participated with great enthusiasm. The love and care can create a safer world 

for the animals.                                                                                                                              Ms. Chirajita  

World Teachers' Day is held annually on October 

5th. It is a day to celebrate teachers, their 

contributions classrooms and communities and the 

role they play in building the global future.Teachers 

lift the next generation of global citizens by passing 

on knowledge, values, and ethics ɂ vital ingredients 

of a healthy functioning society. World Teachers' 

Day presents an opportunity to elevate teachers in 

ways that build respect for the people and the profession. World Teachers' Day highlights the 

need to support, provide for and empower teachers as the world community works toward 

sustainable societies and quality education for all.Grade III students presented their morning 

ÁÓÓÅÍÂÌÙ ÏÎ υÔÈ /ÃÔÏÂÅÒ ςπςπ ÏÎ ÔÈÅ ÔÏÐÉÃ Ȱ7ÏÒÌÄ 4ÅÁÃÈÅÒȭÓ $ÁÙȱȢ 4ÈÅ ÓÔÕÄÅÎÔÓ ÓÈÏ×ÅÄ  ÇÒÅÁÔ 

enthusiasm in presenting the assembly. Shashwath, Harshine, Dhruv, Hemadrija and Moksh 

3ÈÁÒÍÁ ÓÈÁÒÅÄ ÖÁÌÕÁÂÌÅ ÉÎÆÏÒÍÁÔÉÏÎ ÁÂÏÕÔ Ȱ7ÏÒÌÄ 4ÅÁÃÈÅÒȭÓ $ÁÙȱȢ      Ms. Darshana  

 

Special Assembly 
Presentation on  

 Ȱ7ÏÒÌÄ !ÎÉÍÁÌ 7ÅÌÆÁÒÅ $ÁÙȱ 

Special Assembly Presentation on  
 Ȱ7ÏÒÌÄ 4ÅÁÃÈÅÒÓ $ÁÙȱ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Animal_rights
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Animal_welfare
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/October_4


 

 

 

!ÓÓÅÍÂÌÉÅÓ ÁÒÅ ÁÎ ÉÍÐÏÒÔÁÎÔ ÆÅÁÔÕÒÅ ÏÆ 3ÃÈÏÏÌȭÓ 

routine. They also form a significant part of the 

ÓÃÈÏÏÌȭÓ ÃÕÒÒÉÃÕÌÕÍȢ 4ÈÅÙ ÁÒÅ Á ÍÅÁÎÓ ÔÏ ÃÒÅÁÔÅ Á 

positive, reflective ethos and promote value-based 

education. They powerfully nurture the 
development of intrapersonal intelligence. 

 To infuse the importance, the students of Grade 8 

ÃÏÎÄÕÃÔÅÄ Á ÓÐÅÃÉÁÌ ÁÓÓÅÍÂÌÙ ÏÎ ÔÈÅ Ȱ)ÎÄÉÁÎ 

Airforce $ÁÙȱ ÏÎ ωÔÈ /ÃÔÏÂÅÒ ςπςπȢ 4ÈÅÙ ÐÒÅÐÁÒÅÄ Á 004 ×ÈÉÃÈ ×ÁÓ ÐÒÅÓÅÎÔÅÄ ÄÕÒÉÎÇ ÔÈÅ 

ÁÓÓÅÍÂÌÙȢ 2ÉÓÈÉ ÁÎÄ +ÁÌÙÁÎÉ ÅØÐÌÁÉÎÅÄ ÔÈÅ ÉÍÐÏÒÔÁÎÃÅ ÏÆ Ȱ)ÎÄÉÁÎ !ÉÒÆÏÒÃÅ $ÁÙȱȢ ! ÖÉÄÅÏ ×ÁÓ 

ÓÈÏ×Î ÏÎ ÔÈÅ ÓÉÇÎÉÆÉÃÁÎÃÅ ÏÆ ÔÈÅ Ȱ)ÎÄÉÁÎ !ÉÒÆÏÒÃÅ $ÁÙȱȢ 4ÈÅÙ ÌÅÁÒÎÔ ÔÈÅ ÉÍÐÏÒÔÁÎÃÅ ÏÆ 

cÅÌÅÂÒÁÔÉÎÇ ÉÔ ÁÓ )ÔȭÓ Á day to pay tribute to countless sacrifices made by air warriors in not just 

in safeguarding the skies but also, in numerous humanitarian aid and disaster-relief operations 

taken up till now and in the days to come.The assembly was theme based, well planned and 

carefully conducted under the able guidance of Grade 8 class teacher.               Ms.Sreelatha 

                          Ȱ&ÁÒÍÅÒÓ 

ÄÏÎȭÔ ÊÕÓÔ ×ÏÒË ÔÉÌÌ ÔÈÅ ÓÕÎ ÇÏÅÓ ÄÏ×Îȟ 

ÔÈÅÙ ×ÏÒË ÔÉÌÌ ÔÈÅÉÒ ÊÏÂ ÇÅÔÓ ÄÏÎÅȢȱ 

Farmers are the backbone of our society. 

They are the ones who provide us all the 

food that we eat. As a result, the entire population of the country depends upon farmers . 

Because of them only we are able to live on the planet.  

In order to infuse the importance of farmers in our society, the students of JHCS, Shamirpet 

from grade 1 to 10 conducted a week long assembly from 12th October 2020 to 17th 

/ÃÔÏÂÅÒ ςπςπ ÏÎ ÔÈÅ ÔÈÅÍÅ Ȱ&ÁÒÍÅÒÓȱȢ %ÁÃÈ ÃÌÁÓÓ ×ÁÓ ÖÅÒÙ ÃÒÅÁÔÉÖÅ ÉÎ ÃÏÎÖÅÙÉÎÇ ÔÈÅ 

message about farmers. They presented PPTs, inspirational thoughts, new words, articles, 

poems, video clips on farmers. They also put up some placards. The assemblies were very 

informative and productive. All the students in every class gained a lot of knowledge about 

the farmers and developed a sense of respect for the farmers.                      Mr. Praveen  

Special Assembly Presentation 
on Ȱ)ÎÄÉÁÎ !ÉÒ ÆÏÒÃÅ $ÁÙȱ 

Assembly presentation by   

Grade I-X 

4ÏÐÉÃȡ Ȱ&ÁÒÍÅÒÓȱ 



 

 

 

 

 

World Arthritis Day is observed on October 

12, every year since 1996. World Arthritis 

Day is commemorated to raise 

awareness about Arthritis around the 

world. The day is celebrated to raise 

awareness about arthritis, an inflammatory 

condition that causes pain and stiffness in joints that can worsen with age. World Arthritis 

Day is a special day that unifies people of all ages, races and genders to raise awareness of 

rheumatic and musculoskeletal diseases.  On this occasion, the students of Grade IX had 

conducted a special assembly on World Arthritis Day. Sai Vignesh of Grade IX had prepared 

a video on World Arthritis Day. The thought for the day and the new word of the day were 

in sync with the theme of the day. And other students had given the useful information on 

Arthritis. The assembly was very productive.                                                          Ms. Neetha 

A Special assembly on Global Hand 

Washing Day was conducted by the 

students of grade 6 on October 16, 

2020.  

Global Handwashing Day is 

an international hand washing 

promotion campaign to motivate and mobilize people around the world  to improve 

their  hand washing habits. Washing hands at critical points during the day and washing 

with  soap are both important. The proper technique combined with a little soap and clean 

water prevent the spread of diseases keeping everyone healthy.  Global hand washing day 

is dedicated to convey the importance of hand washing with soap. The celebration 

emphasized the importance of hand washing as a way to prevent diseases. The students 

shared tips and importance of hand washing with their peers in the assembly. Be clean be 

healthy!                                                         Ms. Madhuri Mishra  

Special Assembly 

Presentation on  

Ȱ7ÏÒÌÄ !ÒÔÈÒÉÔÉÓ $ÁÙȱ 

Special Assembly 

Presentation on  

Ȱ'ÌÏÂÁÌ (ÁÎÄ ×ÁÓÈÉÎÇ $ÁÙȱ 



 

Morning assembly helps us to cultivate a sense 

of belonging towards our school. It trains us to 

behave well and learn to respect and 

appreciate what others have done for us. The 

students of grade V presented a special assembly on the 

ÔÈÅÍÅ Ȱ7ÏÒÌÄ &ÏÏÄ $ÁÙȱ ÏÎ ρφÔÈ /ÃÔÏÂÅÒ ςπςπȢ 7ÏÒÌÄ 

Food Day is celebrated every year worldwide on 16 

October to commemorate the date of the founding of 

the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization. 

The day is celebrated widely by many other 

organizations concerned with hunger and food security, 

including the World Food programme and 

the International Fund for Agricultural Development. 

This day generates awareness globally for those who 

suffer from hunger and to ensure the need for food security and nutritious diets for all. The 

main focus of this day is that food is a basic and fundamental human right. All students of grade 

V participated in this assembly in which thought and new word and importance of world food 

day was discussed. Every student was interested in understanding the importance of food and 

to help needy people by providing food.                                                                                                   Mr.B.Sriniva s 

Ȱ#ÏÍÉÎÇ ÔÏÇÅÔÈÅÒ ÉÓ Á ÂÅÇÉÎÎÉÎÇȟ ËÅÅÐÉÎÇ ÔÏÇÅÔÈÅÒ ÉÓ 
progress and ×ÏÒËÉÎÇ ÔÏÇÅÔÈÅÒ ÉÓ ÓÕÃÃÅÓÓȢȱ 

Teamwork is the collaborative effort of a group to achieve a 

common goal or to complete a task in the most effective and efficient way. This concept is seen 

within the greater framework of a team, which is a group of interdependent individuals who 

work together towards a common goal. Basic requirements for effective teamwork are an 

adequate team size. The context is important and team sizes can vary depending upon the 

objective. Teams need to be able to leverage resources to be productive and clearly defined 

roles within the team in order for everyone to have a clear purpose.The students of JHCS, 

Shamirpet were very fortunate to organize assemblies for a week from 19th  October 2020 to 

ςρ /ÃÔÏÂÅÒ ςπςπ ÏÎ ÔÈÅ ÔÈÅÍÅ Ȱ4ÅÁÍ×ÏÒËȱȢ 4Èe way, each class conducted the assemblies, 

gave us an impression of their creativity on one hand and also the fact that  they have worked 

as a team.  They  presented Motivational video clips, thoughts, new words, articles and poems 

on teamwork.All the students learnt to work in team and achieve success in life. Kudos to the 

management for giving us a wonderful theme for our assembly!                                          Mr.P.Praveen 

Special Assembly Presentation on  

Ȱ7ÏÒÌÄ &ÏÏÄ $ÁÙȱ 

Assembly presentation by  Grade I-X 

4ÏÐÉÃȡ Ȱ4ÅÁÍ×ÏÒËȱ 



 

ʄŐĤǃł ǛŔſƓĤ ĦĤŃǋ ķŇĤǃ ĻɇɁȭʬ ňĤŀĶ ƕ̡ 

ĮĤ  ̔ ǕƐ ɅĵƎŃ ĴȁǧŇǶ ŊȼĴŌƍ ňĤȹĶ. 

ŊȼĴŌƍ ĦŇǃʬ ŌŇȭ ȯɇΖ ȭ ŒʞźǶ ɥɉ . ĩ 

ɥŐɀ ĦĤŅĤǃ ʭǿź ħȹȭʬǶ ŊȼĴŌƍ. 

ɨǢƗɅɉ, Ŏǈǁɇƕ ĪŇƈ ̟ȴ ƕ̡ ħŀ ǹŐƕ ɉ ǟǿ ĦǛĹǁɉ ŋǿĤĹʵĴ ħŃƍŖŃƎ ʞɎȭʬǟɇ. ĦĤȾĴǸ ħŀǹŐƕ ɀ ĴŐǁŐĤ 

ĹŐƕ ǃ ŊȼĴŌƍ ĦǸ ȚȃĤʞǟɇ. ĦĤȾĴǸ 9 ̟ ȴɉ ħŀǟőƖĤǐ ĻɇɁȭʬ ňĤȹĶ ĨǶ.ɥŎƗǁŐĤ̡ ņŎƍĤȯȹ Ħʬ Ǜȴ. ĦŃǸ 

ǘŎƎ ŕŃƎŒǴǥ 100 ŌĤǶ ȭǙɇɉ. ıĴ ɆŅƇ Ĥ̡ ȧŎĤǐ ĹǸǚ̙ɇ . 

ĦǶ ȃǸ ħ Ǘņɀ Ńȷſ ̅ʵĴ ǟǿ ǛǈƎǸƈ, ǟǿ ŕĤňŅǸ  ǒŇĤ ʞȆ, ǟɇ 

Ħŀȃ ̡ʆΔ Œ ǕƐ ŎƅŇ̔ ȐȃɲƄ ĪĤǋɇ. ıĴ̟ȴ ǟǿǥ Őȉƙƍʪȃ ňƐŃƎŴʍΔ ȡȭ 

ĪŇƈ ŕĤňŅ ĦĤǐ ǒŇĤ ʞȆ ĨĴŵŀ Īǔƈɇ, ǁŊǯſ ȡȭ įĤ ŒŎĤ ǁǟ  ̡

̅ɇ̅ŌǸ ɺǹƉĤǶ. ħ ŅĤňȼɉ ŕĤǐŇĤ ʵȾ ǁɋŇ Ȝ  ̫Ǚ  ǻŀƁ ǃ 

Ɂľſ ŌǸ ̅ɇȭǔƈɇ. ĦĤȾȭ Őȉƙƍʪȃ ŕ  rĦǸ ǟǿǥ ŕĤǐŇĤǃ Ɂǯſ ĤǶ. 

ħʍɀ ɖŀǍǸǥ Ĭɍɉ , Ʌɀɉ , ʪŒŃɉ ĦĤŅɫ ŒǪź ŊȼĴŌƍ ĦǸ 

ȚȃĤǆɇ. ĦňƉǯɀĤǱ ŊȼĴŌƍ ňĤȹĶ ʞɎȭĤǋŎǸ ňƐȘǴ.Ħǝʛ ɺȹ 

ȡŅ ŌĤǪ ǢǷĤǪŇ ȃĻǚǸǥ ǪŖƈĤǃ ĩ ňĤȹĶǸ ȃĻōŅœǽ ĦǸ ɑǍ 

ǹɉǢƄ ɇ. ɥŎƗĤ ŌȇǡɎɇȹ Ħʬ ǛŴɎȹ ĪĤʥǟȹ. ǛŴɎɉ ĦĤŅǿ̡ɤ ĦǴ ŊŐŒĤȼʁΔ Ň ĩ ŌȇǡɎɇȹ ĮǝɷΔǔ 

Ʌ ƕ̡ ǁɉ ĻǾĤǆŐǸ ̅ǿĴ ĴȁǧĤǶ .ĦĤȾ̅ŕĤ, ŊƐ Ŗƍʪɋȹ ɀĤǱ ŒǛɉ ˵ĤʪĤȾȭ ̈ŎʍΔ Ň ŃňɎƚ ʞǠȹ. ĮĤŀ ǟŇŐɀ 

ħĴȁŅɁƉŐɀ ʑĴŵʞōȭĤǍ įőƖŃŎŊǱ ŃňɎƚ ʞǠȹ. ŊƐ Ŗƍ ʪɋȹ ňƐŃƎŴŌǚƎȹ. ĦɁƉȹ ŌȇǡɎɇȹ ĩ 

ňƐňĤĹĤ̡Ǹ į ɁɇɍǸ ʞŃ ǔȭ ǆɋ ĪĤŀɑŀȾ ĦǸ ŒŎĤ ̅ ɇȭǔƈȹ ĮĤȾĴĤʣ, ħŀǟɇ  ĦŃǱǸ ĹĤňʵŎǸ ŇŌƍĴĤ. ŊƐ Ŗƍ 

ʪɋȹ ŒŎĤ ˵ĤǶŇ ŌȇǡɎɇȹ Ʌ ƕ̡ ǁ ƕ̡ Ǹ ňƐĻŐɀ ȝǱĤĹǢǃȹ. ĦŃǸ ħĶǍŐɀ ŊƐ Ŗƍ ȃɍƃ ŌʻœƗɇɉ ɑǍ įȡ 

ʞōʵĴ̙ǚɇ. ǒǸ  ̔ħ ǛŴɎǸ ĮȾ̟ŵŒǍǸǥ ǟŎĤǐ ĴȁȆ ıĴ ĪǕōĤ ħ̡ǪĤǆɇ. ŌȇǡɎɇǸ ǆɋ ıĴ ȪƄ Ɠ ʞǴ  ̡ĪĤǶ 

ǁŊǯſ ĦŃǸƈ ĮȾ˻ŵ ʬ ĦĤŃ ŊŐŒĤȼǛȁǸ  ŕŝȅſ Ĥǆȁ Ħɀȭǔƈɇ. Ħǝ ǟŎĤŅǿ ĦĤœŐ̔ ĻǸƍĤǪŇ ʪŒʨ ȾǛŷ ʪȃ. 18 

ʞȼŐ  ̔ɆǒƇ Ǹǥ ȆŅƇ Ĥǃ Īǔƈ ħ ǙŃȭ ŃŌ ŃŌ ħɆǓŐɀ Ĩǆźɇ ʪŒŃɉ. ħ ħɆǓɉ  ʞňǯſ ȆĤǣǸƈ ǟŖŇĤǃ 

ʞɎȭǸ ŌȇǡɎɇǸʉΔ ˰ǽƍǶ ̟ȴɉ ȠĴŎĤǃ ̙ǛǱ ŌȇǡɎɇǸ  ŕĤŖǿĤǪĤǶ ȾǛŷ ǙŃ. ĩ ŕĤŅŎƌĤǃ ʪŒŃŐĤǐ 

ŕĤŊǛɉ ĻɇɁȭǔƈɇ.  œŎŅŝȼɋ̡ ˰ǽƍǶ ̟ȴɉ ɆŅƇ Ĥ ǢǧĤǶ ǁŊǯſ ĩ ňĤȹĶ ̟ȴŐɀ œŎŇƈŒǛȼƑɉ ĦĤǋɅ. 

ĦŌƍǟǿǸ ĦʬĴ ɫǕŐ  ̔ĦŐĤĴǿĤǪ, l ɉǢƄ Ʌ. ǛɅȹ ǛŒȻǸ ĹĤǹĤǶ ɑǍ ĩ ̟ ʠŇǸ l ĤŃŌĤǶ ŇɅƍǐɇ. ŌǣǘŎŃĤ 

ňƐǁŎĤ ǕĤŀɋɉ ŒŇǟŕĤ ɅǧȆĤǶ ɑǍ ȃĻōŅœǽ ǔʥ. ħ̟ȴŇ ǕĤŀɋɉ Ļǽƍ ɺȷſ ȡŅ ǒȲȭŇƈ ħɆǓŐɀ Ǵǿǧ 

ȘɎȭǔƈŎľ. ĩ ŕĤŅǛƌǸƈ ȯɇΖ ʞɎȭĤɛ ȃĻōŅœǽ ǔȹ Ļǽƍ ɺȷſ ȭ ɥĻɉ ɑǍ ʞǢƄ Ʌ. Ĩǝ ȃĻōŅœǽǸ 

ħŇĤŅĤǃ ĻɇɁȭĤǋɅ. ǁŊǯſ ɺȹ ʉΔ ŌĤǪ ĮňƉǯɵΔǔ ȃĻōɅ ǢǷɎƄ ĤǶ. ĦǸ ňƐĻɉ ȃœƗȆɲƄ ŋǥΖœƏŅƇŐ̔  ňĤȹĶɀ 

ĻɇɁȭĤǋɇ.ĨĤŃ ˣňƉǃ ʄŐĤǃł ňƐĻɉ ĻɇɁȭʬ ĩ ňĤȹĶɀ ̅ȃƮ ǝƝ ̵ư ǁŎłĤǃ ňƐɄŃƗĤ ǟɇ ĩ ňĤȹĶɀ 

ňƐĻŐĤŅɫ ǟǿ ǟǿ  ĨőƖ ̡ʬ  ĦŌƍǟǿǥ ŊȼĴŌƍ ɀ ŕŌǿƉĤȲ̅ǟȁ ĦǸ ħʪȄĤǪŇ ǁŎłĤǃ Ǚ  ǕĿǠŐ ȃǒƎɇƅ Ő  ̔

ŒɇźŒƹ   ŊȼĴŌƍ ŕĤŊǛɉ ķŇĤǃ ĻɇɁȭǔƈɅ ȃǒƎɇƅ ɉ ǟǿ ǟǿ ĨĤǯ ɀĤǱ ǢĤňƐǒō ȾɎƄ ɉ ņǿĤǪ ŊȼĴŌƍɀ 

ŃŌʆΔ Ň ʔΔȁ̡ ĦŐĤĴǿĤǪ,  ĦŃƎĤŃ ĪǐƚŖĤǃ ŕĤŊǛ ƕ̡ Ǖ ŷ˽ ǔƈɇ.                                  Ms.K.Girija   

Special Assembly Presentation on  

         Ȱ$ÕÓÓÅÈÒÁ ÃÅÌÅÂÒÁÔÉÏÎÓȱ 



 

Toddlers of Jain Heritage a Cambridge School, 

Shamirpet had a Virtual Field Trip to Vegetables and 

Fruits Garden on 28th  October, 2020. Children 

learnt to imbibe the valuable insights into life from 

the environment around them. The main objective 

to create and educate the children about the 

importance and consumption of Fruits and 

Vegetables in regular diet by an activitÙ ÏÎ Ȱ3ÈÏ× !ÎÄ 4ÅÌÌ ÏÎ &ÁÖÏÒÉÔÅ 6ÅÇÅÔÁÂÌÅ ÁÎÄ &ÒÕÉÔȱȢ  

The purpose of the activity was to teach kids the benefits of vegetables and fruits.The Tiny Tots 

also learnt more about the different plants like Climbers, Trees, and Creepers. They were even 

able to recognize the colors and the shapes of different vegetables and fruits.The Teacher 

explained clearly the importance of washing the fruits and vegetables before eating or cooking 

and about the benefits of eating fresh fruits and vegetables.Kids  found the virtual field trip 

quite thrilling  and  understood  that consumption of  Fruits and Vegetables is better than that 

of  Junk Food.                                                                                                                         M.R. Deepika  

Halloween is a celebration on the night of 

October 31. It is most practised in the United 

States and Canada. Children wear costumes 

and go to people's homes saying "Trick or 

treat!" to ask for candy and people give it to 

them. The suggestion is: "Give me a treat or I 

will play a trick on you." People mainly dress 

ÕÐ ÁÓ ÇÈÏÓÔÓȟ ×ÉÔÃÈÅÓȟ ÏÒ ÏÔÈÅÒ ÓÃÁÒÙ ÔÈÉÎÇÓ ÆÏÒ (ÁÌÌÏ×ÅÅÎȢ )Ô ÉÓ ÏÆÔÅÎ ÒÅÆÅÒÒÅÄ ÔÏ ÁÓ ȬÔÈÅ 

ÓÃÁÒÉÅÓÔ ÔÉÍÅ ÏÆ ÔÈÅ ÙÅÁÒȭȢ &ÏÒ Christians it is the eve of All Saints' Day, which begins the 

three-day observance of Allhallowtide. To bring awareness about Halloween, the students 

of grade 7 conducted a special assembly on the Halloween on 28th October 2020. They 

shared information about Halloween. The thought of the day and new word of the day were 

in sync with the theme. They presented a wonderful PPT and played a video clip on 

Halloween. 

Mr. P.Praveen 

Virtual Fieldtrip(Toddlers)  

Special Assembly Presentation on 

Ȱ7ÏÒÌÄ (ÁÌÌÏ×ÅÅÎ $ÁÙȱ 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Star Child of the Week -1 


